The Yuchi (alternatively Euchee) are a native North American people with a compelling story to tell. Yuchi people today, in the twenty-first century, still speak their own unique indigenous language, one unrelated to any known language of the Americas. While many Yuchi people are proud of their non-Yuchi ancestors just as they are proud of their Yuchi ones, there are today Yuchi people who know themselves to be -in the unfortunate language of U.S. Indian policy -"full-blood" Yuchis. The Yuchi people are led today, as in times past, by hereditary chiefs who govern towns that are both autonomous sociopolitical units and nodes in a broader social network that both constitutes a wider Yuchi society and situates Yuchi people for participation in a regional social system linking them through relations of reciprocity and exchange with indigenous communities stretching from the Iroquois longhouses of Canada to the dance grounds and chickee camps of the Florida Seminoles. The Yuchi people have not only survived the terrors of the past five hundred years; they enter the second decade of the twenty-first century as a thriving people. That is all story enough, but the narrative gets strange. The vital people whom I have just described have been characterized in some authoritative published works as extinct, and despite having all the hallmarks associated with such status, they
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Buy the Book jackson xiv are unrecognized in every way that counts by the federal government of the United States and by the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, the Native American polity that possesses the authority to speak and act on their behalf in contemporary formal and legal contexts. For some observers, the Yuchi do not exist; for others they are not supposed to. The chapters gathered in this volume aim to advance the project of making sense of how these two stories -persistence and marginalization -are braided together and rooted in the wider story of what happened to the Yuchis and other indigenous peoples in the years that followed the arrival of European and African peoples in eastern North America. The chapters gathered here are resolutely provisional and occasionally contradictory. They represent our best efforts at starting work that needs to be pursued more vigorously, carefully, and systematically than has been possible so far. They are a start.
While Yuchi individuals live today throughout the United States, the Yuchi people whose history is the focus of this modest volume can be found living in distinct and distinctive communities in what are today Creek, Tulsa, and Okmulgee Counties in east-central Oklahoma.
1 For modern Yuchis today, these contiguous town communities, which together are thought of as Yuchi country, represent home. But Yuchis are also quite aware that Oklahoma is not the old country from which their ancestors were forced by the government of the United States in the 1830s. Living on the South's northwestern margins, Yuchi families today preserve oral traditions of the hardships endured during removal, and these stories provide a link to a deeper past and to eastward places that many Yuchis hope to have a chance to visit -the Savannah, Flint, and Chattahoochee River Valleys in present-day Georgia and Alabama; the Appalachian Mountains of Virginia, Tennessee, and the Carolinias; the pine woods and swamps of Florida.
Introduction xv ancestry with whom all Native peoples of eastern North America peoples have had to contend since the sixteenth century.
In the surviving documents from which histories of eastern North America after European colonization can be and have been written, there appear the names of hundreds of Native American communities. About some of these groups we now know quite a lot, but for most, little knowledge is available to us. Scores of Native peoples who once possessed distinctive identities and ways of life that represented unique local configurations of regionally distributed practices and beliefs were destroyed through the combination of introduced diseases, enslavement, military conquest, and the social disruption wrought by European colonization. Other peoples, more fortunate, found a range of creative ways of coping with these devastating disruptions. Some moved vast distances seeking new locales better positioned to enable them to survive and, ideally, thrive in the context of social change. Some radically altered their ancestral ways of life to develop new strategies more attuned to life in colonial contexts. Some entered into confederation with former neighbors -and sometimes former enemies -so as to create viable new societies better adapted to a new era. In a dynamic social process, some peoples sought refuge among neighbors. When this happened, sometimes they assimilated the languages, cultures, and social customs of their more powerful hosts. In other instances, recognizably distinct and new peoples emerged through the process known as ethnogenesis, wherein diverse source communities combine to create a new society with a hybrid or creolized culture and, often, novel social arrangements. The contributors to this volume share an interest in the diversity of ways that the Native peoples of eastern North America sought to position themselves in the stream of history after contact with Europe. Here, the almost completely unexamined case of the Yuchi people provides a productive vantage point on these broader questions. xvi who are called Uchees, are much inclined to robbing and stealing, but these Creeks are honest, serviceable and disinterested."
4 It would seem that such "othering" opinions, offered parenthetically in published accounts largely concerned with "other" matters, are almost all that we yet have by way of Yuchi history before removal. Long an obvious need, the near complete absence of reliable, published work on Yuchi history has now become an obstacle, both to contemporary Yuchi community interests and to the growing and ever richer scholarly literatures on the Native Southeast, the American South, and the history of eastern North America more generally. By drawing together scholars from a range of fields whose research has intersected with Yuchi matters, the goal of this volume is to locate Yuchi history in space and time, in preliminary fashion, thereby fostering what might eventually become a robust Yuchi national historiography. In advancing such a goal, I am grateful for the contributors' willingness to take time away from other projects -projects more central to their long-term scholarly careers -to participate in this undertaking. We all share the hope that the work gathered here will serve as a starting point, and perhaps also an inspiration, for a more sustained and comprehensive study of Yuchi history in all its dimensions, eventually including consideration of cultural, social, economic, political, and other questions. The Euchee (Yuchi) Tribe of Indians, the contemporary community organization representing pan-Yuchi interests, is also very eager to promote such studies, as evidenced by its own recent work compiling sources on tribal history, its sponsoring of a Yuchi history symposium in 2010 at which several of the contributors to this volume presented their work, and its endorsement of the project that has resulted in this collection.
Introduction xvii represented in this volume suggest some of the factors that have contributed to this neglect -a limited but daunting corpus of historical sources, long-standing misunderstandings propagated in early and foundational scholarship, confusion over synonymy (i.e., ethnic group names), and an overreliance on certain typological models of Native societies (e.g., chiefdom, confederacy, nation, tribe) and of social change within them (e.g., coalescence, ethnogenesis, colonization). While much of the best work being done in this field is strongly multidisciplinary in orientation, a great deal of research continues to be pursued in isolation by historians and archaeologists working separately, and there have been too few cultural anthropologists, linguists, human geographers, and folklorists available and interested to participate in the broader project of writing the social and cultural history of the region. Bringing the work of a varied group of scholars together here is a further nod in the direction of cross-disciplinary work, but given its particular challenges, a bona fide project focused on Yuchi history (as one pressing example) will require a more integrated and collaborative approach. Such work remains the incompletely fulfilled promise of the interdisciplinary field of ethnohistory.
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To the extent that the Yuchi people have appeared in the annals of history over the long haul, they have done so as bit players in other peoples' dramas. The contemporary Yuchi community and the contributors to this volume would all be quick to acknowledge the ways that the Yuchi have always been well networked. In criticizing the marginalization of the Yuchi people in the extant histories, I am not advocating a view that would move them to the center of the frame without attending to their linkages to other peoples. My work as an ethnographer and ethnologist is aimed at understanding Yuchi cultural practices and social relations within a wider regional frame that accounts for the ways in which Yuchi social ties (some persistent, some changing) to other groups play a role in sustaining the distinctive configuration of both unique and more widely shared elements that Yuchi people understand as their traditional culture. 6 The problem has not been understanding Yuchi history
Buy the Book jackson xviii vis-à-vis the histories of other peoples; the problem has been inattentiveness to the positioning of the Yuchi within such histories. Put more simply, sources on Yuchi history have either misrepresented them as no longer existing as a people (and thus as either completely extinct or as fully assimilated, culturally and socially, into a homogenized Muscogee [Creek] Nation) or have been built uncritically upon the biases of sources, particularly elite Muscogee nationalists but also colonial observers, who have sought in their words and actions to subjugate Yuchi autonomy to advance personal agendas and Muscogee national (or colonial) projects. The preceding Bolzius quotation serves two useful purposes in the present context. It is advantageous in that it is a useful reminder that non-Yuchi observers sometimes did acknowledge the Yuchi, not only as the autonomous and distinctive people that both the contemporary Yuchi community and past generations of Yuchi people understood themselves to be but, going further, as a "nation" alongside and distinct from the Creek nation and other native societies.
Introduction xix have made important efforts to find and deploy sources that offer a richer picture even as some of them have faced the challenge of making sense of this historically dominant discourse.
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The most famous dissent to such opinions documented for the preremoval era is that offered by the naturalist and proto-ethnographer William Bartram in his Travels. Bartram was favorably impressed with the Yuchi town on the Chattahoochee River, which he visited in summer 1775, describing it as the "largest, most compact and best situated Indian town I ever saw" with homes that were "large and neatly built." The town plan and domestic architecture that so impressed Bartram were home to a community that struck him as "populous and thriving, full of youth and young children." He understood the town's population of 1,000-1,500 citizens to be capable of mustering "five hundred gun-men, or warriors." Despite the brevity of his encounter with the Yuchi and the uncertainty that he, and we, experience in characterizing Creek-Yuchi relations, Bartram was at pains to note his awareness of the manner in which the Yuchi were typically on the receiving end of Muscogee (Creek) "jealousy," how the Yuchi "do not mix with" their Creek neighbors, and how the Yuchi were "usually at variance" with them. 9 I am an ethnographer rather than a historian, and this experience colors my concerns and reactions to the state of Yuchi historiography. More obviously, my rich personal relationships with the Yuchi people of today motivate me to promote the view that scholars can do better than simply recount the slander of those period elites who brought their own biases and agendas -often hegemonic -to their accounts of and dealings with the Yuchi people. Focused as they are on the present and the recent past, my previous writings on Yuchi topics add little to the historical discussion, but my hope is that they provide some motivation for new scholarly work on Yuchi history. 10 In a simple sense, I hope that my ethnographic work at least serves as a corrective to views such as those recycled in many secondary sources. I am close enough to contemporary Yuchi people to know something of what it is like for them to live in a world still shaped by such talk. I also know that there are today still Creek elites who Buy the Book jackson xx speak and think of the Yuchi in this way.
11 My point is not to criticize past scholars, although I wish they had been more nuanced, given the long shelf life that scholarly writings on little-known peoples typically enjoy. My purpose instead is to evoke a set of research problems that, while they are perhaps obvious, have remained unexamined and that -given the recent advances made by students of Creek history on the one hand and of Yuchi ethnography on the other -are more and more blatantly in need of attention.
At a minimum, some future student of Yuchi or Muscogee (Creek) history could tackle, in more systematic fashion, the problem of Creek and European perceptions of the Yuchi through time. Accessible sources obviously exist and the exercise would prove very helpful. This venture would generate more important follow-up questions, such as assessing continuity and change through time and grappling with the motivations that might underlie these pronouncements.
Stepping back to survey bigger problems, the disdain found in primary and secondary sources makes clear that despite recent advances, we still do not quite know how to characterize the changing social landscape of the Native Southeast. Perhaps we are almost there, but our new and more complex models of Creek country through time still reduce the Yuchi to footnote status and presume their assimilation into what was, and is, an essentially Creek cultural, political, and economic system. Despite noting Creek cultural heterogeneity, the current tendency is still to treat the Yuchi as structurally equivalent with Nuyaka, Coweta, or some other Creek italwa (tribal town). I have previously attributed this to the lack of readily accessible historical data, but I am increasingly convinced that such views are largely the residue of past conventional wisdoms that have not yet been completely scrutinized through fresh research.
12 Even if the contemporary Yuchi community was not doing everything possible to proclaim its continued existence as a distinct people with a unique language, a characteristic culture, and their own understanding of both their past and their relationship to Creek people, how could scholars, when presented with the chronicle of disdain conveyed by Creek and European elites, go on writing, and not writing, of the Introduction xxi Yuchi in history, as we have been doing? The contributors to this volume make important contributions aimed at turning this tide.
The broader interests of anthropology and history are today centered, in part at least, on what we might broadly characterize as narratives of resistance. I can think of no surviving Native North American people who better epitomize successful resistance, or to phrase it more positively, successful persistence, than the Yuchi. 13 While each of this volume's contributors seeks to make a contribution to a provisional telling of Yuchi history before removal, all of us would welcome someone taking up this work in a fulltime way. Speaking in the most instrumental terms, the next new book on a topic in pre-removal Creek or Cherokee history will certainly find interested readers in a growing community of scholars and students concerned with the history of the Native South, but some talented researcher still has the opportunity to complete the first book-length contribution on Yuchi history.
14 The present volume is intended, in part, to help clear the way for such an undertaking. I am confident that each of its contributors would welcome the chance to assist scholars interested in contributing to such work. If, despite my reservations, such a researcher must begin with the assumption that the Yuchi of, say, Benjamin Hawkins's day were just another township in Creek country, so be it. One has, in Joshua Piker's fine book on Okfuskee, an up-to-date model for researching a town-centered social history. 15 I hope all the contributors to this volume can offer further resources for such a project. Best of all, a modest and diligent historian willing to undertake serious work on Yuchi history will gain engaged allies among the Yuchi people. Yuchi interest in historical research stems from many sources, from the genealogist's impulse to understand one's personal past better to the politician's need to understand how the Yuchi came to be so disempowered, even by the standards found in Indian country. Contact with the generous Yuchi community of today will certainly raise suspicions about how their ancestors have been portrayed.
What modest progress that has been made recently, with respect to Yuchi history, has largely taken the form of corrective notes and xxii a broader dismantling of provisional hypotheses that had, in light of John Swanton's scholarly prominence, become accepted interpretations. 16 Because Verner Crane and Swanton published their debate on Yuchi-Westo affiliations, scholars, faced with uncertainty, have traditionally approached this linkage more cautiously. John T. Juricek productively examined the Westo problems in the early 1960s, and more recently Eric Bowne has been pursuing new Westo work allowing us to tackle other thorny problems of synonymy and social history.
17 Most influential and problematic among these is Swanton's linkage of the Yuchi with the people known in colonial-era sources as the Chisca.
This matter is especially embarrassing for me, as Amos Wright's Historic Indian Towns in Alabama, 1540-1838 was not the only book published in 2003 that almost certainly erred in accepting Swanton's long-standing Chisca proposals. Despite the fears expressed in the endnote buried on its page 291, I proceeded in Yuchi Ceremonial Life as if this linkage were firm. 18 No sooner was the book fixed in type than John Worth provided a convincing analysis suggesting that this is not so. My only consolation comes in noting that a Bancroft Prize-winning author can commit the same error that I did. Like me, Alan Gallay reproduced almost the whole of Swanton's rickety Chisca-Yuchi analysis, although to his credit, he did so while laying the groundwork for a useful account of a crucial event in Yuchi history, the destruction of Chestowee town in 1714. 19 Over the decades, countless scholars of note have built complex narratives atop Swanton's Chisca-Yuchi proposal, thereby confusing the literature and associating the Yuchi with unpleasantness in which they likely had no hand.
In the Southeast volume of the Handbook of North American Indians, Worth offers an account of the Chisca that contains a summary of his position on this matter. Thirty-four years in the making, this long forsaken tome saw the light of day only in 2004. While the Handbook is now available for consultation, I think the present volume can be strengthened by reiterating Worth's Chisca findings here, especially as they relate to his chapter in this volume directly suggests that all three groups were distinct (Worth 1995a:52, 54; 1998:208) . The Yuchi were noted separately from the Chisca under the names Uchi and Huchi during the Juan Pardo expedition in 1567, The good news in all this is that having grappled with the Chisca, Worth is now in a position, as indicated by his contribution to this volume, to confront the data, both historical and archaeological, that might tell us something positive about the "Uchi" themselves during the early contact period.
The Earliest Yuchi History
To the extent that the complexities of pre-removal Yuchi history in time and space can be arrayed in linear fashion, this volume proceeds in a roughly chronological order, beginning with Mary S. Linn's work on the linguistic affiliation of Yuchi and its implications for xxiv social and cultural history. We can hope that historical linguistics and archaeology will offer new insights into the Yuchi story before contact and that historians and historical archaeologists will find ways to enrich our knowledge of the period since. In my experience, Yuchi people have a high level of interest in the possibilities of such new research. They would welcome the discovery of new sources and would listen to new interpretations with great interest. While Linn's contribution reaches back to consider the time before European colonization of the Southeast, the remaining contributors to this volume present findings related to the period from the contact era through the removal era, which in the case of the Florida Seminoles considered by Brent Weisman comes to a close at a later period than for some other southeastern Indian peoples.
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While Yuchi people have conveyed great interest in the possibility of academic histories of their people, they also possess stories that scholars should listen to if such work is to proceed in the most fruitful fashion. It is historically paradoxical, but culturally quite reasonable, that the history Yuchi narrators know best is the oldest Yuchi story, the history of their creation as a people. In concluding this introduction and beginning the volume's work in earnest, I wish to summarize these accounts briefly, and I conclude with some observations on their relevance to our purposes.
As Yuchi elders past and present have described it, in the time of creation, Tsoyaha, the child of the Sun and Moon, sprang from celestial blood to become the first Yuchi man. At the heavenly square ground, which we of this world see as the rainbow, he was taught the most basic tribal rituals -purification through scratching, fasting, and the consumption of redroot and snakeroot medicines. To cure his loneliness, his mother removed one of his ribs, from which his wife was fashioned. When they then established the Yuchi people in this world, he was instructed to pass on these rites -the rituals of the Green Corn Ceremony. Today these powerful, complex, beautiful ceremonies remain the central defining force of distinctly Yuchi life today. Later in ancestral time, additional aspects of their patrimony were revealed to the Yuchi. Oral history thus recounts Buy the Book the revelation of Cedar and Tobacco as additional sacred medicines, the bestowal by the White Crane of the Feather Dance songs, and the tragic but ultimately heroic and instructive origins of the Lizard Dance. In dramatic form, the Green Corn Ceremony enacts this ancient history and maintains it as a vital force in contemporary Yuchi life. 22 It is beyond the scope of this volume to say more about the narratives that Yuchi historians and cosmologists continue to recount and that the three modern Yuchi towns enact in ritual. For our purposes, it is enough to note that these histories not only provide a warrant for Yuchi peoplehood -they also charter the possibility for the contributors to undertake historical work seeking to disentangle the Yuchi from the Creek and colonial narratives in which they have become caught. Yuchi tradition acknowledges the quite separate origin stories possessed by the Muskogean peoples, stories not of a descent from the heavens but of an emergence from a primordial underworld. 23 There is no reason to presume that these different origin narratives are modern fabrications. At the very least, they reflect what eighteenth-century sources knew, that the Yuchi and Creek are quite different peoples. In the present I would similarly note what Lester Robbins first observed in his early 1970s Creek fieldwork. No so-called Lower Creek town today preserves its Green Corn Ceremony, while their neighbors the Yuchi remain devoted to the ceremonies of their own towns. 24 According to Yuchi customary belief, it is a good thing for non-Yuchis that they do, as the Sun looks down each day to see if his or her children remain in this world. Similarly, each summer the Sun observes the Yuchi Green Corn Ceremonies. When the Yuchi are no longer here, or when they no longer perform the ceremonies with which they were entrusted, the end time will come and everyone and everything will perish. xxvi coupled with patterns of social differentiation rather than straightforward incorporation, suggest to me that we can do better in accounting for the Yuchi past before, during, and after the time of their encompassment by their more numerous and at times domineering neighbors. So far the story has been a default one in which progressive assimilation into an ever more homogeneous Creek society has been presumed. While the archaeological record has pointed to commonalities in material life, Yuchi tradition and post-removal ethnography suggest that there may be other stories to tell. This book is a step toward such an investigation. 2. Readers of this introduction and this volume will find a number of characterizations of the regional frames within which Yuchi culture and history can be understood. Arising out of the field of history, there is a contemporary argument that stresses the gains that come with referring to the region most at issue in this book as "the South." Characterizing the Yuchi or the Yamasee or the Chickasaw as Native peoples of the South thereby aligns discussions of Buy the Book xxvii southern Indian history with broader studies of the American South, a powerful regional construct in the intellectual and cultural history (and historiography) of the United States. This is particularly important because Native societies have been systematically written out of a southern history that is too frequently misframed in biracial (black and white) terms. Thus studies of southern Indian history stand to contribute to, and improve, general historical knowledge of the region as a place that is infinitely more complex than conventional wisdom and conventional historical narratives have described.
This view -quite reasonable in its own terms -suggests that the anthropological cultural area designation "Southeast," which has most often framed discussions of the region's Native peoples, unhelpfully sets them outside the line of southern history and of thinking about the region generally. The argument suggests abandoning the term Southeast in lieu of South. I serve on the editorial board of the journal Native South, the venue in which the case for southern Indian studies has been sustained most clearly, and I am sympathetic to the motivations that prompt this effort. As long as the South is itself treated as a problematic and unstable category that has frequently been essentialized, then I support the cause of working vigorously to situate the story of the region's Native societies within a broader history of the South.
Beyond the inclusion argument though, I am concerned with the ways that cultural areas have been characterized in recent discussions focused on the Indigenous peoples of eastern North America. Building on the account of the southeastern culture area that I authored for the introduction to the Southeast volume of the Handbook of North American Indians (co-authored with Raymond D. Fogelson, Washington dc, 2004), I have drafted an essay -still in manuscript -that explores these issues further. It is beyond the scope of this note to address these issues here. For purposes of this volume it is noted that all the authors whose work is gathered here are, to various degrees, aware of the "South or Southeast" question. Many also pursue their work within a framework attentive to the broader Eastern Woodlands and Atlantic world contexts. While a diversity of regional framings are found in this book, all of the authors share a common concern with situating Yuchi history in wider contexts that include regional patterns and interethnic relations. 7. As I hope my remarks suggest, my highlighting this colonial characterization of the Yuchi as a nation is not meant to suggest that I understand the category of nation as unchanging or unproblematic. In the fields of cultural anthropology and Native American and Indigenous studies, much important work is being directed at carefully disentangling conceptions of nation vis-à-vis Native American and European societies and Native and European social thought. Enriched and critical understandings of the associated notion of sovereignty are central to this work. While present-day Yuchis still speak more often of "Yuchi people," "Yuchi community," and "Yuchi tribe," their own ongoing nation-building project (shaped in part by broader trends in Indian country and by the history being evoked here) is reflected in the fact that contemporary Yuchi people also increasingly speak of the "Yuchi nation." For treatments of nation and sovereignty in the Native South, see Circe Sturm, The Uchee had a terrible reputation, probably deserved, based on some of the following comments. George Stiggins, a Natchez Indian, described them around 1831 as being "more indolent, more thievish, more dissipated, and depraved in their morals" than any other tribe. They were settled on both Big and Little Uchee Creeks and were related to the Shawnee. "They were the most savage in the Creek nation, cling closely to their tongue and culture, not mixing with others. They only marry among their own." This may be my only opportunity to record the understandably ironic feelings evoked among Yuchi Methodists -many of whom have been especially interested in the study of early Yuchi history -when they encounter the founder of their faith tradition speaking of their ancestors as people whom he believed to be "indeed hated by most and despis'd by all the nations, as well for their cowardice, and for out-lying all the Indians upon the continent." As Christians, the Yuchi Methodists are understanding people who practice a doctrine of forgiveness, but they also preach about the virtues of honest and modest speech. Wesley's tone suggests to me one reason why his missionary work among the Indians of Georgia ended in failure.
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